COVID-19 CASC-OR Guidelines for Ice Race Series 2022

CASC-OR are placing these guidelines in effect to help reduce the risk of exposure to all who attend the Ice
Racing events. Ultimately, it is your responsibility to assess the risk to you, both on and off the track and to
make the decision on whether or not to participate. We take the health of participants and volunteers seriously
and ask that you follow all guidelines put forth.
General Guidelines
 If you feel unwell, stay home. We will refund your money


If you have had contact with someone with COVID, been out of the country or had COVID yourself,
please follow current provincial guidelines before returning to racing.



Passengers will not be allowed this year



Registration trailer will be closed to all drivers, only hosting club will be permitted in the trailer. The
hosting club will ensure that their volunteers in the trailers have been double vaccinated.
Registration will be done thru the windows at the back of the trailer. Please wear a mask when talking
with the register.



Food booth will be closed for all, but those serving food. Food will be purchased thru the take-out
windows.



You must wear a mask when using the bathrooms and it must remain on the whole time you are in the
washroom. The number of people in the bathroom is limited to 2 people.



Social distance at all times 2 meters / 6 feet



All registration shall be done on Motorsportreg.com along with payment, no payment will be taken at the
track.



Driver’s meeting will be held using a PA system, remember to social distance, you will be able to hear



Drivers that are sharing 1 car and do not live in the same household, please bring wipes to sanitize the
steering wheel, the shifter etc.



If you need to have your car teched, please wear a mask when dealing with the tech.



Please have a mask with you at all times.

